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I have now read through all the PDF files relating to the Tifinagh proposal (03-076, 03-077, 
03-078 and 03-083); 03076-tifinagh-discussion.pdf, is of particular interest. I would like to 
comment from some other Tifinagh data that is available to me. 

I have been carefully comparing the various tables of Tifinagh characters with the TABLEAU 
STANDARD DES CHARACTÈRES TAMAZIGHT from Le Monde Amazigh of 15 February 2002 
(Figure 1, below). 

There are several characters missing, probably because they are regional variants. It would be 
a pity if they could not be considered for inclusion at the present time. Referring, then, to the 
Tableau Standard des Caractères Tamazight, I make the following observations: 

1) Character 5 (inverted U with dot inside)—equivalent to Arabic ain. I expect this is included 
so that Berbers can write Arabic words in Tifinagh. Occurred in Le Monde Amazigh of 
15 February 2002 (Figure 2). 

2) R/r with dot under (circle with dot under): I cannot tell what the intended usage is, but the 
users obviously distinguish it. 

3) r/R with acute accent and case reversed (circle, same as R/r, but with case reversed): it is 
difficult to know what is intended here, but from the Latin script example given, it seems 
that the case reversal is a mistake. 

4) J/j with dot under (dot under the preceding Tifinagh character): seems to be necessary to 
distinguish some words. 

5) D/d with bar under (reversed E): this would seem to be necessary, because the users 
have gone out of their way to define a new character shape. 

6) K/k with bar under (horizontal mirror of Tifinagh K/k): would seem to be necessary, 
because the users have gone out of their way to define a new character shape. 

7) P/p (o with top half of 7 attached) - a different regional variant is given in 03076-tifinagh-
discussion.pdf. This local variant is shown in 03077-tifinagh-examples.pdf. This character 
needs to be included. 

Of these seven Tifinagh characters missing from 03076-tifinagh-discussion.pdf: 

♦ items 1) and 7) are necessary additions. 

♦ items 5) and 6) would seem to be necessary additions. 

♦ items 2) and 4) could be handled by using a 'dot-under' diacritic. 

♦ item 3) needs more research. 
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Figure 1. List of Tamazight characters, taken from Le Monde Amazigh 



Figure 2. Sample Tifinagh text, taken from Le Monde Amazigh, 




